FUTURE CONFERENCE TOPIC SUGGESTIONS

Program or Policy Updates
- HPV vaccination in Maryland and United States.
- Follow-up on opioid issues and challenges.
- The importance of supporting cancer registry staffing.
- Inequalities to health care access.
- Financial barriers to cancer care.
- Cancer in young adults.
- Lung cancer – statewide interventions to decrease burden in rural areas.
- Current legislation regarding public health initiatives for cancer control.
- Hospice and palliative care prevention program throughout the state.
- Update on prostate cancer in Maryland/Task Force recommendation.
- Trends in tobacco industry advertising/impact of tobacco include ENDS/VAPES.

Research and Treatment
- Side effects of immunotherapy.
- Addressing risk factors such as obesity, alcohol consumption.
- Obesity as an epidemic in relation to cancer.
- Liver cancer.
- The impact that cancer and treatment has on mental health.

Resources
- Cancer prevention/screening and how to reach out to minority populations.
- Working with uninsured/underinsured population.
- More cutting edge immunotherapy.
- How to improve outcomes for young adult population.